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    TEX-MEX is in the air...

          TEX-MEX is the result of combining Mexican,    
          Native-American and Immigrant recepies in  
           the vast lands along the Mexican border, in the 
           days of  the first railways.
          Being one of the four most preferred food segments 
          (Chinese, Italian, Indian and TEX-MEX) worldwide, 
           it started gaining global popularity some 30 years ago.

          Today, someone can find TEX-MEX-ingredients in food retail all over, 
          while TEX-MEX - meals are mainly offered in Casual Dining restaurants, 
          where food is served at the table. The increase in purchase power combined 
          with the increase of the average age of populations led to a clear preference 
          of  “full service” concepts.
          On top, many occasions, which until a few years ago have been celebrated 
          at home or in the office, are now entrusted to caterers or moved to 
          restaurants.
          And TEX-MEX is not just about food: the recent revolution of  
          cocktail-bars, frequency especially driven by 
          the young generation, finds it’s designation in the world famous Margaritas, 
          frozen, on the rocks or mixed with all kinds of flavours one might desire.

                  presents all of these:

          -It has a broad range of food items with no lack of exoticism
          -It has a bar where it offers world-class Margaritas
          -It is ideal for groups and family-friendly
          -It is party and holiday
          ...and: It offers a DUAL menucard - 
          have the choice between meat- and non-meat-dishes!
                     is operating in Belgium and Luxemburg for more than 25 years.
          The concept operates several franchise units and one equity store in Vienna,  
          Austria.



      Welcome to the world of                !

      
          To start with: a MARGARITA! One of our 
         signature products: unmistakable,     
         refreshing, available in several flavours ... 
         this drink drives the sales at the 
         bar, or as an aperitif at the table.

            

        
         As a starter: NACHOS? You get them for free at           , freshly 
         prepared, a warm welcome for everybody. Dip them in our homemade 
         Salsa, or try one of our Quesadillas, or our fresh Taco-salat!
         To continue: CHILIS. BURRITOS. STEAKS. RIBS. And another 
         signature product:
                                                          our FAJITAS!! Whether with beef, 
                                                          lamb, chicken, shrimps, or vegetarian...
                                                          marinated with our exclusive CHI-CHI’s    
                                                          spices and served in a sizzling skillet 
                                                          with caramelized onions, our fajitas   
                                                          are absolutely world-class - a memorable    
         dinner experience ! And - yes, we do Burgers.

         Over the years, we developed several offers and promotions for 
         all dayparts: the LUNCH-BUFFET, for example,
         based on the triangle speed-variety-low price , has proven a success.
         Other offers like SUNDAY BRUNCH or ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT-
         SPARERIBS enable us to enlarge the customer base in given markets. 
         Breakfast is served in high-frequency-locations.

                    establishes its reputation as “THE PLACE TO PARTY”. Our 
         premises are tailor-made for bigger parties, private or business, 
         birthday, Christmas, New Years Eve.
         Life Mexican Music guarantees for good vibes and word-to-mouth 
         propaganda, so that banquets represent a significant income source 
         of the concept.   



     THE BEST OF TEX-MEX!

                      decor combines contemporary elegance with a touch of the 
           Southwest Border Land. 
           Our decor package contains selected materials which communicate 
           solidity, it provides the best value-for-money for our franchise 
           partners.
           Local marketing is serious business at           . It goes beyond 
           attractive menus, placemats and posters.  A whole range of 
           neighborhood promotions and streetfighting actions are at disposal, 
           if desired. 
           But nevertheless, we are convinced, that marketing should be in the 
           hands of our franchisees. They know their markets best!
           Marketing pools, organized by themselves guarantee the highest 
           level of entrepreneurial freedom.
           TRANSPARENCY  is one of our main merits.



       

     THE PATH TO SUCCESS

           Join in our success and start up your own franchise in one of the very 
           few proofen and reproducible casual dining concepts in the TEX-MEX-
           segment! 
                     has been developed by several international experts in the 
           restaurant industry, retailing and franchising business.
           The concept receives regular updates and adjustments - the main 
           reason for being successfully on the market for almost thirty years!
           Jump on the bandwagon: right now, TEX-MEX experiences a new, 
           significant upturn in consumer preference - a trend, which will last 
           for the coming decade!

                      offers:

           - an appealing wordmark and logo with high recognition value
           - unmistakable premium quality signature products
           - proofen, operationally simple recipes, which save money in high-
           labor-cost-markets
           - a fully developed menu of food and beverages, which has been tested                 
           for all consumer requirements
           - a supply-chain which saves a considerable amount of work
           - a furnishing and decor concept which undisputed reflects solidity, 
           coziness and a touch of the South West
           - comprehensive training for both, front- and back-of-house
           - opening and ongoing support
           - above average profitability



          FRANCHISE  PROFILE

                    is looking for franchisees:

          LOCAL FRANCHISEES should have...:

          - experience in local martkets
          - proofen operational background
          - financial ressources
          - acceptance by local authorities
          - ability to operate three to five restaurants

          REGIONAL FRANCHISEES should have...:

          - access to staff ressources
          - access to locations. We calculate one city center location per 
          50.000  and a free-standing unit per 150.000 inhabitants
          - access to institutional financing
          - ability to develop regional markets with 20+ locations

          CONTACT INFORMATION

          Ron Hannen
          ron.hannen@chichis.be

          Walter Lavers
          walter.lavers@chichis.be

          Joachim Richling
          joachim.richling@chichis.at 
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